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Abstract

Swarm clustering is a biologically inspired technology, which mimics the behavior of an
insect colony to solve unsupervised clustering problems.

The unique mechanism of

swarm clustering is self-organization which can form global patterns without centralized
control. In this thesis, swarm-clustering models proposed by Deneubourg and by Lumer
and Faieta are studied, implemented and improved by visualizing clustering results using
true color representation. In nonlinear optical systems, self-organized patterns are often
observed, such as hexagon formation in experiments with KNbO^Fe due to the
photorefractive effect. Considering the particle feature of light, we propose to design a
self-organizing system in which only a few simple rules are applied to local particle
transported by the ant(s) from one position to another, and a hexagonal pattern emerges at
the global level. The swarm-clustering idea may lead to an explanation of such selforganized patterns without conducting complex optical experiment. In this thesis, we
develop two different swarm-clustering schemes and successfully simulate the single and
double hexagons formation, which are both observed in optical experiments. Parameter
analyses are also performed to determine optimal conditions for self-organization.
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1 Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In recent years, using biological concepts to solve current engineering and mathematical
problems has become a very popular trend. It is believed that bio-inspired solutions are
perhaps the best since nature has selected them over millions of years. Furthermore since
these methods come from nature, they may possess some unknown features which make
our solutions more adaptive to realistic environments. The question is how can we learn
from nature and apply these ideas.

One of the well observed phenomena is the team-working ability of insects. It is quite
fascinating that a group of insects can perform complicated tasks like finding the shortest
distance in foraging, constructing a very large nest over generations and clustering corpse
and foods to save space. The most unbelievable point is that while the insects are doing
all these difficult jobs, they do not even have a leader or blueprint! "What is it that
governs here? What is it that issues orders, foresees the future, elaborates plan, and
preserves equilibrium?” writes Maeterlinck [I], The mysterious working style of insects
has become the inspiration of current scientists. They believe although a single insect has
very limited perception and ability, a group of them have great potential intelligence to
perform complicated tasks. This is called swarming intelligence.
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To quote Bonabeau [1], “swarm intelligence offers an alternative way of designing
'intelligent' system, in which autonomy, emergence, and distributed functioning replace
control, preprogramming and centralization."

One application of swarming intelligence is to use it to lower the design complexity, in
another words, solve complex problems by simple design. Insects often perform tasks
without a leader or blueprint. The real problem solver is the individual insect which only
has some limited functions. It means we can solve questions by designing relatively
simple individuals. Another angle is to think above our current recognition. Think about
the ants which build their nest over generations, and no individual has a whole vision of it.
In a future world, “when some software systems are so complicated that no single being
can understand it, when information is too much and not possible for human to process,
swarm intelligence could be a solution.” [1]

There have already been some intriguing ideas and visions of swarming intelligence.
Kuntz and Layzell [1] and Snyer [1J have proposed an interesting application to the
problem of graphic partitioning as an alternative to other methods such as quadratic
placement and multidimensional scaling. Swarm-based robotics is exponentially growing.
In Harvard University, researchers are developing programmable self-assembly robots
using multi-agent control [2]. It has been foreseen that groups of built-in robots can
maintain and repair machines cooperatively.
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In this thesis, we explore the application of swarm intelligence in optics. Light not only
can be viewed as waves but also as particles or photons. Could we apply the swarm
intelligence to explain some optical phenomena? Could we lower the complexity of
some sophisticated nonlinear optical problems and use simple design to solve it? Finding
the answers to some of these questions is the objective of this research.

1.2 Literature Overview
1.2.1 Self-organization
1.2.1.1

Introduction of self-organization

Self-organization is a pattern-formation process.

This concept comes from biology.

Foraging ants can form an “invisible highway” - a chemical trail between the nearest food
source and nest; fireflies can emit synchronized flashes like a Morse code to attract
females; bees can construct highly structured nests over generations.

In the book

Swarming Intelligence [I], self-organization is defined as “a process in which pattern at

the global level of a system emerges solely from numerous interactions among the lowerlevel components of the system.”

In self-organization there is no global level control. For example, in all of the biology
examples above, there is no leader or pre-designed blueprint that gives high level
instructions. The organized patterns actually come from low level interactions. Although
each low level individual in a self-organization system, like an ant, has very simple
structures, the whole system can be very complex. “It is not because they involve many
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behavioral rules and large numbers of different components but because of the system's
global response that are not shown at the lower level." [1]

1.2.1.2 Self-organization in optics

In nonlinear optical systems with feedback, self-organization in space and time are
ubiquitous. It happens w’hen intense laser beams interact with a nonlinear medium, i.e.. a
medium in which the refractive index or absorption coefficient depends on the intensity
of the incident light. There are many types of self-organization patterns found in optical
systems, such as flowers, rolls, spirals and hexagons [3].

Hexagon pattern formation has been observed in experiments with iron doped potassium
niobate (KNbO;,) w’hich exhibits the photorefractive effect [4], Beam fanning, phase
conjugation, two-wave coupling and hologram storage and retrieval are some of the
commonly observed phenomena in photorefractive crystals that can be attributed to the
induced change in refractive index due to incident light. In addition, rearrangement of
single laser beam scattering has been observed in photorefractive KNbCF:Fe crystal, first
into a scattering cone an then into a hexagonal pattern. In the first stage, scattered light is
rearranged into a cone as a result of phase matching due to the Fabry-Perot effect. At the
second stage, waves scattered on the cone write new holographic gratings, and those
among them that have holographic vectors equal to the strongest gratings from the set of
first-generation gratings are enhanced, following a winner-take all routine.

This

holographic self-organization model conceptually explains the appearance of a hexagonal
spot structure around the transmitted (and reflected) beams. [4]
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1.2.1.3 Mechanisms of self-organization

Self-organization is an intriguing phenomenon that generates patterns without high level
instructions. How could those interactions between low-level components accomplish
such tasks? What are the mechanisms behind this magic?

Feedback

For the past few centuries, human population has had an explosive growth.

Every

generation gives birth more than itself, and this increasing number produces more
population in next cycle of births. This snowball effect is a positive feedback to the
whole population. The more children are born now, the more is the base number for the
next generation. It drives the population change in the same direction. It is interesting to
speculate whether the population will eventually become infinite. When the population
reaches a certain large number, it may in turn cause a lot of social problems which may
constrain new births. While positive feedback increases the population, constraints work
as negative feedback to bring back the population to a reasonable level. Under the action
of both feedbacks, it is possible that the population will not explode but always adjust
itself to certain pattern during a period. [ l ]

The most basic two mechanisms behind this population-self-organization system are
positive and negative feedback, which generate and shape the pattern, as well as keep the
pattern steady.
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Another good example of pattern formation is a school of fish.

Individual fish are

attracted to other fish. This positive feedback gathers fish into schools. At the same time
negative feedback exists in the form of maintaining a certain minimum distance between
fish, so that even while frequently changing directions during swimming, the fish do not
collide with their neighbors. In this case, positive feedback attracts enough individuals to
create a cluster, while the negative feedback maintains a minimum spacing which in turn
forms a shape and pattern of the cluster. [ 1]

Stigmergy

In termite colonies, nest construction can last for generations. How could those newly
joined termites adapt to the working environment and continue building in the correct
direction? It was first discovered by French biologist Pierre-Paul Grasse that termites use
pheromones to build their nest. “During the construction of a nest, each termite places a
soil pellet with a little oral secretion that contains attractive pheromone on a certain part
of the place.” He realized that termites build their nest only based on the current nest
structure without communicating with other termites [1], This behavior is called
stigmergy since 1959, and is defined as “stimulation of workers by the performance they
have achieved."

Stigmergy is an indirect communication method. Each low-level component does not
communicate with other component directly. They leave a trace or modify the local
environment. Therefore other components can respond by acting according to the new
environment.
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Stigmery is not only restricted to biology. The term is also employed in experimental
research in robotics, multi-agent systems and communication in computer networks. On
the internet there are also many emergent phenomena that arise from users interacting
only by modifying local parts of their shared virtual environment.

1.2.1.4 Conclusion

In general self-organization system is unsupervised. Global level patterns emerge from
the numerous interactions between low-level components which only follow some simple
rules.

Instead of centralized control, self-organization systems rely on positive and

negative feedback and stigmergy.

1.2.2 Swarm clustering
Swarming intelligence can be applied to many areas. For example, during the ant's
foraging, it can find the shortest distance trail from nest to food. This is a very useful
scheme that could be exploited to design optimization algorithms. Also, division of labor
in many insect colonies could be a practical method to solve resource allocation problems
[I]. In this thesis, we will see how the clustering and sorting behavior of ants can be
applied to explain pattern formation in non-linear optical systems.

1.2.2.1 Clustering algorithms

The purpose of any clustering method is to group similar objects. One of the classical
methods is hierarchical clustering. There are two types - agglomerative and divisive
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clustering.

Agglomerative clustering starts from a single object and builds on it by

attracting similar objects until one final big cluster. On the contrary, divisive clustering
starts from one big cluster and divides it into smaller and smaller sub-clusters until each
cluster consists of only one object. [5]

Invented by Kohonen [6], the self-organizing map (SOM) is an extremely useful
clustering method. The result of the SOM algorithm projects the high-dimensional data
onto a two-dimensional map without losing information, so that the clustering result is
actually visible. Although it is very computational expensive, but it has been proved to
be very useful in voice and hand writing recognition problems, and recently in gene
expression pattern deciphering problems. [6]

Besides the hierarchical methods and SOM, swarming intelligence provides a new
solution to the clustering problem.

1.2.2.2 Swarm clustering

Inspired by the ant clustering behavior, in 1991, Deneubourg et al. introduced a basic
model in which simple ants were able to cluster identical objects on a two dimensional
map. In their model, objects are randomly distributed. Their ants “do not have a leader;
do not have global information; do not communicate with each other and only have very
limited perception” [1],

They perform clustering tasks purely based on local

environments.
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In 1993, Gutowitz proposed the complexity-seeking ants [2], It allows ants to see local
complexity and perform actions in regions of highest local complexity. The complexity
seeking ants are able to accomplish their task more efficiently than Deneubourg’s ants.

In 1994, Lumer and Faieta generalized Deneubourg’s basic ant model and proposed an
improved ant clustering algorithm. Their model allows ants to work with “objects that
differ along a continuous similarity measure” [1]. The difference between two objects is
measured by a Euclidian norm. They also added some new features such as (a) different
walking speed of ant, (b) a memory of latest dropping positions, and (c) ability of ants to
destroy unsuccessful clusters.

In 1999, Monmarche et al. proposed a hybrid method called AntClass. “It combined the
stochastic and exploratory principle of clustering ant with the deterministic and heuristic
principles of the popular k-means algorithm in order to improve the convergence of the
ant-based clustering algorithm” [2], In the algorithm, ants can drop more than one object
in the same location to form heaps, and the algorithm also allows ants to carry an entire
heap of objects.

In 2002, Ramos and Merlo developed an ant clustering system based on Lumer and
Faieta’s work. It is called ACLUSTER and is used for textual document clustering and
digital image retrieval [2],
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In 2002, Hand! and Meyer developed a visual document retrieval system for WWW
search, in which ant clustering is the core algorithm.

"A major contribution of this

algorithm is besides speed difference ants are also allowed to jump. They also introduced
an adaptive sealing strategy to achieve high efficiency.” [2]

Currently, the major application areas of ant-based clustering algorithm are planning and
task allocation (Bonabeau and Theraulaz [2]), robotics (Kube and Bonabeau [2]), data
analysis (Lumer and Faieta [I]), and system and process optimization (Dorigo and
Gambardella) [2],

1.2.2.3 Relationship with pattern formation in nonlinear optical systems

How could we apply swarm-clustering algorithm to explain pattern formation in optics?
In swarm clustering, patterns are generated by the interaction of low-level components.
Since light can also be viewed as particles, we can postulate some simple rules based on
holography that an ant can follow to organize these particles so that hexagon pattern can
be finally generated as a result of the self-organization process. From this idea we could
lower the complexity of designing the sophisticated optical systems with some simple
rides for particles. This is similar to what happens in a human body: in reality, birth
starts from a few cells in which genes carry a little set of rules to generate detailed
structures and patterns [5],

IO

1.3 Thesis Outline
In this Chapter, we have stated the motivation of this biologically inspired clustering
method, reviewed one of the most important concepts in this thesis, viz., self-organization,
and briefly discussed several clustering algorithms.

We have also provided a short

history of the evolution of swarm clustering algorithms.

The remaining part of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the ant
clustering behavior in nature and a state machine to describe the clustering process. Then
we continue to study the basic ant model proposed by Deneubourg [1] and the improved
model proposed by Lumer and Faieta [IJ.

Moreover, we describe in detail how to

implement the algorithm and illustrate the corresponding simulation results in Chapter 3
along with some analysis.

In Chapter 4, we introduce some patterns observed in optical systems. Then we briefly
discuss about the two mechanisms of pattern formation, induced and spontaneous.
Thereafter we concentrate on hexagon formation due to the photorefractive effect. We
describe the experiment and observations, and provide several current explanations of
this phenomenon. At the end of Chapter 4, we propose a new explanation from the view
of swarming intelligence.

In Chapter 5, we provide a preliminary swarm-clustering based simulation to reproduce
the hexagon formation in a nonlinear optical system, followed by some analysis. Next, in
Chapter 6, we provide another design of the swarming simulation, w’hich is closer to the
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real optical system and is able to generate double hexagons during the self-organization
process. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.

The work in the thesis can be divided into three main parts. First, we study two different
swarm-clustering models, and implement the simulation in MATLAB. Secondly, we
propose a new simulation scheme using swarming characteristic to explain hexagon
formation in non-inear optical systems that use particle or photon bunching and self
organization, rather than the traditional wave treatment.

Finally, we successfully

reproduce hexagon formation in swarming simulations and extend it to generate double
hexagons.
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Chapter 2 Swarm clustering

In nature, it has been observed that in an ant colony, ants work hard to move corpses and
food to form piles in order to clean and efficiently use their nest. Although ants do not
have a leader to supervise their work, the piles emerge automatically from their random
clustering activities.

Although currently the mechanism behind it is still not fully

understood, in 1991, Deneubourg et al. [1] have introduced a swarm clustering model
based on some ants' features. In this model,
1) ants can perform picking and dropping activities;
2) ants can make their own decision based on some probability functions;
3) ants can perform random walk, in other words. Brownian motion.
They have found that this simple ant model is able to cluster initially randomly
distributed objects into piles throughout the entire map, although the ant only has local
perceptual capability.

2.1 State Machine
The ant model can be described as state machine with two major states, picking and
dropping. These two states repeat continually during the whole self-organization process
until some requirements are met, as seen on Figure 2. I.

A general clustering procedure of an ant starts from random walk.

The ant walks

randomly on the map until it hits a piece of food. It picks up the food chip with a certain
probability. The value of this probability is proportional to the density of the food in the
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local environment. If there are already many chips, the ant is more unlikely to pick than
in an almost empty local area. If the ant does not pick up the food at this stage, it
continues seeking for food.

After picking a food chip, the ant carries the food and walks around, looking for a place
to drop it. Along its travel, it compares the food with there local environment. If the
dropping probability is higher than a predetermined threshold, then it drops the food. The
probability of dropping is also decided by the local environment. If there are already
many food chips around, the ant is more likely to drop its food chip there than at a
relatively empty area.
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Initial Conditions
Random Map Initial

Figure 2. 1 State machine of the ant clustering process.

2.2 Swarm clustering Model
2.2.1 Basic model
Inspired by the clustering phenomenon in biology, Denneubourg et til. [1] developed the
first swarm clustering model.

In their model, ant’s decision is made based on probability functions. Theoretically, in a
low-density neighborhood, the probability of picking is relatively high, and it decreases
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when the density gets higher. On the contrary, the probability of dropping increases with
the increase of density. The picking probability is given as:

eq. 2-1

where f is the perceived fraction of items in the neighborhood of the agents, and k,, is a
“picking” threshold constant. [2]

Since the ant does not have global information but only a local perception, the picking
probability is calculated based on neighborhood information. For example, if we define
the vision area of an ant is 3-by-3, as in Figure 2. 2, and then the neighborhood is the
adjacent eight grids around the ant.

When f « k p, pp is close to 1.

It means the

probability of picking up an item is high when there are not many items in the
neighborhood. When f » k p , pp is close to 0. It is the case that picking probability is
close to zero, and items are unlikely to be removed form dense clusters.

On the other hand, pti, the probability of dropping, for a randomly moving loaded agent to
deposit an item is given as:

eq. 2-2
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where kd is a “dropping” threshold constant. For f « k d , Pd is close to 0. For f» k d , Pd is
close to 1. As expected, the dropping behavior is opposite to the picking rule.

1

2

3

4

Ant

5

6

7

8

Figure 2. 2 A two-dimensional grid showing an ant and its eight neighboring cells.

2.2.2 Standard model
Based on Deneubourg et al. ’.v swarm clustering model [1], in 1994, Lumer and Faieta [1]
have improved and applied the model to exploratory data analysis. In Lumer and Faieta’s
model, each object is described by finite real value attributes. Euclidian norm or any
other usual metric, such as infinite norm ||...|| ~ , is used to measure the similarity between
two objects oj and o, in their attribute space. For two identical objects, the distance
d(o„Oj)=l‘, and also d(oj,Oj)=0, if they have nothing similar.

The algorithm can be

extended to clustering very complicated objects which may possess many attributes.
However, calculation time is the likely the trade-off. [1]
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We will start with local density on a R2 discrete space which consists of grids. Suppose
the perception or vision area of a single ant is s-by-.v. According to Lumer and Faieta, the
local area density within these s-by-s grids with respect to object ‘of, also termed
clusterness around the object o, is given by

f 1

/(o ,)

I"

y
Z - J o je Neighbor! vxv)(r )

a

eq. 2-3

where d is the distance between object o,. and any other object Oj in the defined 5-by-s
area, and a is the resolution of the ant, which defines the scale for dissimilarity. For
example, if a=0. 25, and then the distance d(Oj-Oj) < 0. 25 will be mapped to the range [0,
1]. Also any distance d(Oj-O/) > 0. 25 will be enlarged to larger than 1, which means the
ant will consider any two items whose distance larger than 0. 25 as totally different items.

The local density f defined above can be used to calculate the picking or dropping
probabilities.

Lumer and Faieta have defined picking and dropping probabilities as

follows:

eq. 2-4

2 /( 0 ,) ,

if /< /,) < kd

1.

if /( o ,) ^ ^ »

eq. 2-5
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in which pp is probability of picking and pd is the probability of dropping. The constants
^/and kp are the thresholds of picking and dropping, defined earlier. It is obvious that pp
decreases with f(oi) and pj increases with/io;).

2.2.3 Variation of standard model
Lumer and Faieta have proposed more features to the standard ant clustering algorithm: 1)
different walk speeds associated with ant’s resolution; 2) short term memory; 3) adaptive
ability to achieve balance in the clustering process.

To incorporate different walk speeds, the relation (2.3) to calculate local clusterness is
modified as:

d ( o i .o r )

./'(», 1 -

,v

I+

V -l

)
eq. 2-6

where v is ant’s walking speed. The faster the ant walks the lower is its resolution. A
fast moving ant can form piles more efficiently, but its work is not as precise as a slow
ant. Lumer and Faieta propose a cooperative working method which combines ants with
different walking speeds. In their opinion, among a group of ants, fast walking ants can
form some coarse piles very quickly, while then slow but very selective ants can carefully
adjust those piles. [2]
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Lumer and Faieta also mention that ant may have a short-term memory so that it
remembers the last tew items it has dropped. Every time the ant picks up a new item, it
compares it with its memory. It the new item approximately matches, the ant goes back
to the same drop location. This behavior may decrease the number of extra new clusters
to promote to forming bigger and more condensed piles.

Another new idea of their algorithm is that it allows ant to destroy unnecessary clusters.
During the clustering process, ants tend to be more likely to manipulate objects at the
beginning than the end. At the end, most piles are already formed and the clustering
process reaches a balance point. Ants at this stage have fewer picking and dropping
activities. As stated by Turner and Faieta. "this property can be exploited in an adaptive
behavior, introducing a kind of annealing in the system." [2],

Lumer and Faieta think that their algorithm is "half way between a cluster analysisinsofar as elements belonging to different concentration areas in their //-dimensional
space end up in different clusters and a multidimensional scaling, in which an intra
cluster structure is constructed.’’ Their algorithm is one kind of unsupervised clustering
algorithm which has no restriction of where the clusters should be or how many clusters
should form. In applications where clusters can be predefined using a pre-set template or
selection rules, their algorithm can be accordingly changed. [ 11
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Chapter 3 Swarm clustering Simulation and
Sensitivity Analysis

In this Section, MATLAB® simulation of the ant clustering algorithm presented in the
previous Chapter is provided, where food particles are represented by color patches. A
group of ants with different abilities work together on two-dimensional grids, where
several types of food particles have been scattered randomly. The general idea is to have
items that are similar in neighboring regions of the grid. Therefore, the clustering is
successful if the ant agents can cluster similar color patches together.

The simulations in this Section are based on Lumer and Faieta’s model [1], The ant has
not only the capacity to picking and dropping but also able to perform different walk
speeds (and hence, different resolutions) and short time memories.

3.1 Simulation Design
3.1.1 Map
An easy example of map is black and white map, which means there is only one type of
food. Empty spaces are represented by value 0 (black) and food chips are represented by
value l (white). The entire map has m-by-m grids with white food chips randomly
distributed on the map. The locations of the food chips are generated by a random
number generator and follow a normal distribution.
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Figure 3 .1 A 9-bv-9 black and white map.

3.1.2 Objects
How many food chips should be there on the map? Ramos and Merelo state that “the
number of grids should exceed the number of objects by roughly one order of
magnitude." and that “the number of objects (should) exceed the number of ants by
another order of magnitude." [7]

For example, on a 25-by-25 map a hundred pieces of

food is a reasonable number.

On a black and white map, there is only one type of food which is represented by value l
compared to the empty space 0.

Usually if a map has more than one type of item,

numbers between 0 and I representing different food items is a reasonable substitution.
For example, apple=0. 25, banana=0. 5, cherry-0. 75 and pear=l generate a new map
with four types of objects.
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A better way to represent different objects is using colors.

Similar objects are

represented by similar colors. It is a convenient way to visualize the higher dimensional
relationship between objects. At the end of clustering process, within a cluster, there
should only be objects with similar colors.

A misplaced object can thus be easily

identified. Colored objects provide an intuitive way to evaluate clustering results. In this
simulation, we will apply this clustering algorithm to true colored objects which are
coded as a 3-by-l color vector. Although ants walk on a two-dimensional map, these
objects are just projected on the two-dimensional grids.

In MATLAB, an RGB image, sometimes referred to as a "true color" image, is stored as
an m-by-n-by-3 vector and consists of three basic color components, red, green and blue
(see Table 3.1).

The value of each component is an 8 bit data.

It means there

are(2's) =16777216. around 16 million different combination results. “The precision
with which a real-life image can be replicated has led to the nickname true color image.”
[8]

RGB Value
|1 1 01
[10 11
[0 1 lj
[1 0 0]
[0 0 1]
[00 1]
[111]
|0 0 0]

Color
Yellow
Magenta
Cyan
Red
Green
Blue
White
Black

Table 3.1.Some Color Examples in RGB Table.
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3.1.3 Local environment
The ant’s perception is limited. We assume here the ant’s ‘local environment’ is a 3-by-3 block
consisting of 9 grids as shown in

Figure 3. 2, with the ant being located in the center of the block and being able to know
all the information within the block. The four corners and four boundaries are special
cases, because there are four grids around the comer and six grids around the boundary of
the ant’s local environment.

Figure 3. 2 Ant's Perception

3.1.4 Movement of an ant
In this simulation ants can walk arbitrarily on the map. The movement is modeled by its
speed and turning angle. Since the map consists of discrete grids, one ant on the map
usually has 8 walking directions, as shown in Figure 3. 3. The new position of ant is
given by following equations:
24

new _x - old _ x + speed ■cos(angle + bangle)
new _ y = old _ y + speed ■smiangle + Wangle)
new _ angle = old _ angle + bangle

eq. 3-1

If an ant does not change the walking direction, bangle is 0 degrees. If an ant turns back,
bangle is 180 degrees.

When the length of each step is greater than one grid, it is possible that the next step of ant is outside
of the map. (See
Figure 3. 4) The area outside the map is divided to eight parts, four out corner areas and four out
boundary areas. We assume that if next step is on out boundary area, the ant will be reflected back
follow the law of reflection. As shown in
Figure 3. 4 mark 1, the green arrow shows that ant may walk out of our map and the orange arrow
means the ant is reflected back. The real next step position is the orange arrow instead of green one.
Very similar, if the next step is in corner area, the ant will be reset at the position on the corner with
direction 45 degree towards the center. (See

Figure 3. 4 mark 2)

Walking Direction

Figure 3. 3 Possible walking directions of ant.
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Figure 3. 4 Boundary area and corner area of the map.

3.2 Illustrative Simulations
3.2.1 Simulation 1 - four different types of food
In this simulation we test a group of ants’ ability to cluster four types of foods. In the end
we observe four well separated distinct piles of food.

3.2.1.1 Simulation parameters - four types of foods
•

Simulation is performed in R3space.

•

Map is 25-by-25 grid.

•

There are four different types of food on the map.
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•

Each food is represented by a color vector. They are yellow food [I 10], pink
food [I 0 IJ, light blue food [ O il] and purple food [0. 75 0. 25 I ].

•

Food chips are randomly distributed on the map, and follow a normal distribution.

•

Five ants participate in the sorting, and each ant's walk with speed 5 grids per step
Initial positions of the five ants are the four comers and the center of the map.

•

Threshold for picking is k,,=Q. 4 and threshold for dropping A(/ is 0. 6.

•

The ants have a five step memory.

•

The ants’ resolution a =0. 1.

3.2.1.2 Simulation 1 results
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Figure 3. 5 Simulation 1 results for different number of iterations and with four types of food.
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3.2.2 Simulation 2 - no specific food types
In this simulation, there is no specific food type. The values of foods are randomly
generated. In this simulation we therefore expect to see similar color patches clustered
together, such as red and pink, blue and green.
decided by the vision resolution of the ant.

How similar the clusters will be is

Also, because this is an unsupervised

clustering algorithm, the number of piles is not controllable.

3.2.2.1 Simulation parameters

•

Map is 25-by-25.

•

No specific food type.

•

Each food is represented by a color vector.

•

100 food chips are randomly distributed on the map, and follow a normal
distribution.

•

Again, five ants participate in the sorting process. One ant walks with speed 8
grids per step. Another ant walks 5 grids per step. Two ants walk 2 grids per step
The last ant walks 1 grid per step.

•

Initial positions of the five ants are four corners and the center of the map.

•

Threshold for picking is kp=0. 1 and threshold for dropping kj is 0. 8.

•

Ants have a five step memory, as in the previous example.

•

General Resolution a=0. 1. Specific resolution is decided by the ants' walking
speeds.
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3.2.2.2 Simulation 2 results

At the end of the simulation, we observe six to seven piles of food, big or small, as shown
in Figure 3.6. The most obvious pile is the left top red pile. The left lower pile consists
of blue and dark purple, because these two colors are very close and the ants' resolution
is not enough to separate them.

25000 steps

Original Map

10

I5

?0

20

50000 Steps

75000 Steps

Figure 3.6 Simulation 2 results for different numbers of iterations, and for no specific food types.
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3.3 Sensitivity Analysis
To assess the sensitivity of the algorithm to some of its user-defined parameters, we have
performed a number of experiments to study the sensitivities. All the analyses are based
on Simulation 1 in which only four distinct types of foods are on the map.

Unless otherwise stated, the following constant parameters are used in the analysis:
•

Map is a 25-by-25 grid.

•

The initial map is shown in Figure 3. 7.

•

There are four different types of food on the map.

•

Each food is represented by a color vector. They are yellow food [1 10], purple
food [1 0 1], light blue food [O il] and pink food [0. 75 0. 25 1].

•

Food chips are randomly distributed on the map, and follow a normal distribution.

•

Ants have a five step memory.

10

•!

2ft

71

Figure 3. 7 Input Data. Four different food chips are randomly distributed on a 25-by-25 map.
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The following experiments on the ant clustering algorithm have been performed and are
described below in the following sequence:
•

Sensitivity to dropping kj and picking kp thresholds;

•

Sensitivity to resolution a :

•

Sensitivity to the walking speed v;

•

Sensitivity to the ant number n .

3.3.1 Sensitivity to kp and kd
As defined earlier, kp is the threshold of picking and k,/ is the threshold of dropping. They
are the major factors that affect the clustering speed. In this simulation, the performance
measure adopted is the number of steps needed for the algorithm to converge. The
algorithm is said to have converged when it is capable of correctly identifying the four
clusters available in the data set, as shown in Figure 3. I l. As stated in Ref. [8], “this is
possible because the input data were intentionally generated so as to present four well
separated clusters. "

Figure 3. 8 Initial and the final converged food maps.

3->

Parameters are ehosen as five ants positioned at four corners and the center of the map
and each ant with a speed of 5 grids per step.
klt
0. 1

0 3

0. 5

0. 7

0. 9

0. 1

130000

30000

100000

70000

0. 3
0. 5
0. 7
0. 9

100000
50000
95000
135000

30000
55000
45000
40000

35000
15000
30000
40000

25000
50000
30000
20000

Not
observed
after 200000
steps
70000
55000
35000
30000

Table 3.2.Sensitivity of clustering algorithm to the parameters kp and kd.

As shown in Table 3. 2, with different relevant kv and klt pairs from 0. 1 to 0. 9. The
clustering time get very long at three comers. The most top corner (see mark 1) is when
kp=Q. 9 and A(/-0. 1. At this point picking and dropping probabilities are both very high
no matter the local density. The original scheme that probability is based on density does
not work well here. The feedback mechanism is broken and as expected we did not
observe successful clustering after 200000 steps. The most right top point, (see mark 2),
is the combination of high dropping probability but low picking probability. In this ease
ants drop food at un-proper place very easily but very hard to pick up them. Very similar
the most right bottom point, (see mark 3) is the combination of low dropping and lowing
picking. This is the case that ants seldom drop or pick.

At the most left bottom corner, (see mark 4), it is the combination of low dropping but
high picking. Ants can only drop at highly condensed area but easily pick at most of the
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situations. This case does not against our clustering policy and clusters are formed very
quickly. However since the picking is too easy those formed clusters could be destroyed
and reformed somewhere else.

Figure 3. 9 Sensitivity of clustering algorithm in relation to the parameter kp and kd

3.3.2 Sensitivity in relation to a
The parameter a represents the ant's resolution.
difference between objects.

It is the ant's ability to tell the

In this experiment, we test the influence of a to

convergence speed and the clustering error, which is estimated by the average inner
variance of four clusters on map. A cluster which only contains same item will have a
zero inner variance.
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io

*5

a

Figure 3. 10 Ci =0. 3 pink and purple clusters contains different items, the average inner variance of
four clusters is 4. 27 %

Parameters tor the simulation are chosen as k/t -0. 4 and k,/ =0. 6. They are the optimized
result from the comparison table of kf, and k,/. Totally five ants and each ant walk with
speed 5 grids per step. Initial positions of the five ants are four corners and the center of
the map.

Steps
Average
Inner
Variance

0. 1
15000
0

0. 2
15000
0

a
0. 4
20000
5. 81%

0. 3
30000
4. 27%

0. 5
35000
4. 59%

0. 6
45000
7. 84%

0. 7
80000
8. 91%

Table 3.3 Influence of to Converge Speed (Steps) and Clustering Error IAverage Inner Variance)
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01

0

2

0.3

0.4
o5
Influence of alpha

0.6

0.7

0.2

Figure 3. 11 Influence of (X to Converge Speed (Steps) and Clustering Error (Average Inner
Variance)

As Expected the inner variance of the clusters is increasing as the resolution a
increasing, since the ant's ability to tell the difference is decreasing. Pink and Purple are
the two most similar foods on map and have the closest Euclidian distance. When a is
greater than 0. 3, the ant cannot correctly tell them from each other, and we observed
several pink pieces in the purple piles and vise versa, refer to Figure 3. 10.

The converging speed was expected to be faster. Considering we sacrifice the resolution,
we expect a higher converging speed as compensation. However, the simulation did not
give the desired result. It could be explained as the clustering speed increases with the
resolution decrease within a certain small range. However, when the resolution is too
low, the ant has ‘vision problem’ and is not able to perform the clustering task properly,
thus the time to finish the clustering becomes longer and longer.
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3.3.3 Sensitivity in relation to ant’s walking speed v
Increasing the ant’s walking speed can significantly improve the converging speed.
However, ant with larger walking pace cannot pile the food chip very precisely, so that
the clusters are very loose, refer to Figure 3. 12. In this simulation, we measure the
diameter which is the maximum distance in the cluster in relation to ants walking speed.

Simulation parameter is chosen as threshold for picking is k,, =0. 4 and threshold for
dropping k,i is 0. 6. Resolution a =0. 1. Totally five ants and each ant walk with speed 5
grid per step. Initial positions of the five ants are four corners and the center of the map.

Figure 3. 12 The Cluster Diameter increases with the Ant Walking Speed. Left figure walking speed
is two grids per step and right figure walking speed is five grids per step.

Table 3.4 Sensitivity of ant's walking in relation to converging steps and cluster diameters

Ant Speed
Steps
Diameter

1
85000
7.7568

2
45000
8. 1141

5
15000
9. 7656
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8
30000
8. 2656

Figure 3. 13 The influence of Ant Walking Speed to Converge Speed

3.3.4 Sensitivity in relation to ant number
Increasing the ant numbers can improve the clustering convergence significantly.

A

group of ant not only can form the clusters faster but also can improve the quality of the
cluster, such as reduce the number of clusters. Consider the number of food is given,
reducing the pile numbers means increasing the size of cluster.

In this section, we

measure the relation between ant numbers and the pile numbers at each fixed steps.

Simulation parameter is chosen as threshold for picking is kp =0. 4 and threshold for
dropping kj is 0. 6. Resolution a =0. 1.
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Table 3.5 The Relation of Ant Number and the Cluster Number

Cluster
Number
Ant
Number
1
2
3
4
5

Steps(* 10000)
2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

12
8
7
9
4

10
6
9
7
4

8
5
4
5
5

8
5
5
4
4

7
5
6
4
4

6
5
5
5
4

8
4
8
4
5

6
4
5
5
4

Figure 3.14 Relationship of ant Number and the cluster Number

As expected, increasing ant number improves the converging speed significantly. One
ant is not able to converge to four piles in 160000 steps. Three ants converge very fast at
60000 steps, refer to Figure 3. 14.
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Here we list the detailed data for the first 50000 steps. It is observed that for four and
five ants the cluster number curve is not very smooth and oscillates frequently; refer to
Table 3.6 and Figure 3. 16.

Table 3.6 Relation of Four and Five Ants to Cluster Number at certain steps

Steps
4 Ants
Steps
5 Ants

1. 5
9
1
6

2
7
1.5
4

2. 5
7
2
4

3
9
2. 5
4

3. 5
7
3
4

4
4
3. 5
5

4. 5
4
4
4

5
7
4. 5
6

Figure 3.15 Cluster Number Curve for Four Ants

There are several reasons why the cluster number is not very stable. A very general
explanation is the ants destroy some existing clusters to form bigger and more condensed
clusters. During the experiment, there are some observations to support this explanation.
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Observation one: Form a bigger cluster, refer to Figure 3. 16

Figure 3. 16 Form a bigger cluster. The left most purple pile is removed to form a bigger cluster in
the center of the map.

Observation two: Form a condensed cluster, refer to Figure 3. 17.

J9

3

Figure 3. 17 Form a condensed cluster. The previous pink cluster is removed to form more
condensed clusters
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Observation Three: The clusters are moved together.

i'i

Figure 3. 18 The clusters have the trend to be moved together. The light blue pile is moved from the
bottom of the map to the top

3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we briefly review the ant clustering algorithm proposed by Lumer and
Faieta and its variation; proposed a method to visualize the clustering object; realized ant
clustering algorithm simulation; performed sensitivity analysis of the algorithm in
relation to some user-defined parameters.
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Chapter 4 Self-Organization in Optics

4.1 Introduction
One of the most state-of-the-art research areas in optics is the self-organization
phenomenon in nonlinear optical systems, in which optical properties, such as refractive
index or absorption coefficient, depend on the intensity of light.

During the self

organization process, nonlinear systems can form a vast wealth of complex spatial
patterns, as shown in Figure 4. 1, such as:
•

Rolls,

•

Rotatory waves,

•

Optical spirals,

•

Hexagonal patterns,

•

Patterns with more complicated geometry,

•

Pattern hopping.

■ 1

'
b)

&
Figure 4,1 Hexagon and flower patterns in optical systems [9]
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Pattern formations in nonlinear optical systems are very useful in information processing.
Tn our daily life most of the information is acquired from our eyes in the format of twodimensional optical patterns. In other words, information is coded as optical patterns and
then transferred, processed and stored.

So, in a nonlinear optical system, the more

patterns it can generate, the more information can it store or process. "From this point of
view, the potential information capacity of optical system is determined by the number of
different patterns that can exist and interact in a system.”[9]

Current researchers are exploring different areas that could apply these optical patterns.
Multiple nonlinear eigenmodes in a laser can be used as a base for synergetic computing.
Fourier filtering techniques have been used in conjunction with nonlinear optical systems
for information processing applications such as real-time convolution and correlation.
Nonlinear optical systems with feedback open the door for many applications.

For

instance, Degtiarev and Vorontov have used Fourier filtering in the path of a liquid
crystal light value (LCLV) system with feedback for phase distortion suppression [3].
Such nonlinear optical systems with feedback have also been used for various kinds of
pattern generation such as hexagon, rolls, etc. [3] The dynamics of pattern formation in a
coupled LCLV system with feedback have been studied by Thuring et al. [3]. Pattern
formation due to nonlinearities is a truly interdisciplinary research. It has been observed
in hydrodynamics, chemical reactions, and plasma physics, etc., and its analysis often
shares similar modeling and computation. [9]
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4.2 Induced and Spontaneous Pattern Formation
How is an optical pattern created? Sometimes patterns are generated by linear systems,
such as a kaleidoscope, as shown in Figure 4. 2.

The resulting pattern is wholly

determined by the initial state of the optical system, in this case, an array of mirrors or
prisms. The complex spatial structure is a simple projection of the optical parts and its
excitation with external light.

Figure 4. 2 Linear pattern: Kaleidoscope [14]
On the contrary, induced patterns are generated by nonlinear systems, as shown in

Figure 4. 3.

Intense laser beams interact with a nonlinear medium whose optical

properties, such as refractive index, change with the light intensity. In this method, the
optical field itself self-generates the prisms and mirrors as in a simple kaleidoscope. The
interaction between optical waves through diffraction and nonlinearity are responsible for
the patterns. As stated in Ref. [10], spontaneous induced patterns involve symmetry
breaking.

“For example, a regular hexagon lattice of bright spot has only discrete

translation symmetry, so its emergence from a homogeneous state involves a breaking of
that state's continuous translational symmetry.
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Each symmetry breaking involves a

choice among two or more equivalent broken-symmetry states: The set of such states
retains the underlying symmetry, but the system chooses only one. Coexistence of two
(or many) states consistent with the same input environment is the key distinction
between linear and nonlinear optical patterns. ” [10]

Figure 4. 3 Nonlinear system pattern: The images above arise when a nonlinear optical cavity is
driven by a super-Gaussian input beam. [151

4.3 Hexagon pattern due to photorefractive effect
4.3.1 Photorefractive effect
The photorefractive effect is a nonlinear optical effect seen in certain materials whose
refractive index changes proportional to the intensity pattern of the light. The effect is
very useful to store temporary or permanent holograms and is useful for applications in
optical information and image processing. [ 13]
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The photorefractive effect occurs in several stages, as summarized below [13]:

1. A photorefractive material is illuminated by coherent beams of light.
holography, these would be the signal and reference beams).

(In

Interference

between the beams results in a pattern of dark and light fringes throughout the
crystal.

2. In regions where a bright fringe is present, electrons can absorb the light and be
photoexcited from an impurity level into the conduction band of the material,
leaving a positively ionized donor (a net positive charge). Impurity levels have an
energy intermediate between the energies of the valence band and conduction
band of the material.

3. Once in the conduction band, the electrons are free to move and diffuse
throughout the crystal. Since the electrons are being excited preferentially in the
bright fringes, the net electron drift is towards the dark-fringe regions of the
material.

4. While in the conduction band, the electrons may, with some probability,
recombine with traps (such as positively ionized acceptor atoms) The rate at
which this recomination takes place determines how far the electrons diffuse, and
thus affects the overall strength of the photorefractive effect in that material.
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Trapped electrons can no longer move unless re-excited back into the conduction
band (by light).

5. With the net redistribution of electrons into the dark regions of the material,
leaving donors in the bright areas, the resulting charge distribution causes an
electrostatic field, known as a space charge field, to be set up in the crystal. In the
case when the electrons are permanently trapped, the space charge field persists
even when the illuminating beams are removed. Bringing the material back to its
virgin state involves heating it past its Curie temperature. In other materials, the
space charge field is not permament and disappears once the optical illumination
is removed.

6. The internal space charge field, via the electro-optic effect, causes the refractive
index of the crystal to change in the regions where the field is strongest. This
causes a spatially varying refractive index grating to occur throughout the crystal.
The pattern of the grating that is formed follows the light interference pattern
originally imposed on the crystal.

7. The refractive index grating can now diffract the light incident on the crystal, with
the resulting diffraction pattern recreating the original pattern of light used stored
in the crystal. For example, in the case of a hologram, illuminating the grating
with just the reference beam causes the reconstruction of the original signal beam.
Alternatively, the light beams constructing the hologram can simultaneously self-
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diffract, sometimes causing higher diffracted orders, and/or energy exchange
between the beams.

8.

As stated earlier, the hologram stored inside the crystal may persist until the
material is erased; this can be done by flooding the crystal with uniform coherent
or incoherent illumination, or by heating the crystal beyond the Curie temperature
[13J

4.3.2 Experimental observation of hexagon pattern
Hexagons are an often seen pattern. Tn the natural world, bee hives are built in hexagons;
in physics, an important example is provided by fluid dynamics where a liquid layer
heated from below may suddenly form hexagonal cells; in materials, hexagon patterns are
observed in self-assembled carbon nanotubes, as shown in Figure 4. 4.

Figure 4. 4 Hexagon patterns in carbon nanotubes [16],
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In nonlinear optical systems, self-organization of an Ar laser single-beam scattering in a
photorefractive KN'bO; :Fe crystal, first into a scattering cone, and then into a hexagonal
pattern has been observed by Honda and Banerjee et al. [ 12]

In the simplest experimental setup, an Ar laser (wavelength 514 nm) with horizontal
polarization and with initial beam diameter 1mm is reduced to a beam diameter of 0. 5
mm using a confocal lens combination, and illuminates a KNbOuFe crystal of
dimensions 6*6*7 mm , as shown in Figure 4. 5. When the beam is normal to the
incident surface, the far-field pattern is stationary in time and comprises a strong central
spot with a peripheral ring which appears instantaneously, and there after evolves into six
symmetrically spaced spots on the scattering cone, as shown in Figure 4. 6. [3] The near
field shows an array of hexagonal spots (see Figure 4. 7a). In some cases, a secondary
hexagonal pattern is also observed on a circle with a radius equal to y3 times the radius
of the fundamental peripheral ring (see Figure 4. 7b).

Furthermore, hexagon rotation has been observed in the experiment. The rotation speed
depends on the misalignment of the incident beam from the c-axis and the power of the
beam. The hexagonal pattern is also influenced in real time by a low-power He-Ne laser
(wavelength 632nm): the spot pattern erases in about a second after the He-Ne laser is
turned on. leaving only the scattering cone, and reappears a second after the He-Ne is
turned off [3J.
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Figure 4. 5 Experimental setup for observing hexagon pattern in a photorefractive material [41-

Figure 4. 6 Far-field transmission pattern showing central spot and hexagon pattern [4].
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(b)

(a )

Figure 4. 7 Near-field pattern showing hexagonal spot array [4]. Far field pattern showing primary
and secondary hexagons.

4.3.3 Current explanation of hexagon formation
Following Banerjee et al„ “self-organization leading to hexagon pattern formation using
photoretractive materials such as KNbCh can be heuristic explained as due to a photo
induced holographic scattering which develops in two stages. In the first stage, scattering
light is rearranged into cone which corresponding to a Fabry-Perot mode of the nonlinear
cavity formed by the refractive index mismatch at the crystal interface.

Reflection

gratings, sometimes aided by transmission gratings, may nonlinearly modify the cavity
characteristic and the cone angle. At the second stage, waves scattered in the cone write
new holographic gratings (second generation gratings), and those among them that have
holographic gratings vector equal to the strongest grating from the set of first generation
gratings are enhanced, follow a winner-take-all route. This holographic self-organization
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model conceptually explains the appearance of a hexagonal spot structure around the
transmitted beam. Other heuristic explanations are based on the Talbot effect; this was
enunciated by Tamburrini et al. for a liquid crystal and extended to the case of KNbCHby
Honda and Matsumoto. " [3]

4.3.4 An swarm clustering explanation of hexagon formation
How can we apply swarming intelligence to explain hexagon formation? The major steps
in pattern formation are described as "waves scattered at the cone write new holographic
gratings, and those among them that have holographic vectors equal to the strongest
gratings from the set of first-generation gratings are enhanced, following a winner-take
all route" [4],

In swarm clustering processes, a "winner-take-all" mentality is well observed. In the
example of ants clustering their food and corpses, a crowded local environment has a
higher dropping probability than a lower density area. This positive feedback mechanism
generates a snowball effect resulting in a "winner-take-all". The more particles a cluster
owns the higher the probability that it can attract new particles. Also, smaller clusters are
eliminated during the process.

The feedback alone can definitely generate some patterns but cannot ensure the formation
of clusters at specific positions, like a hexagon. Consider the second part of optical self
organization mechanism: the waves that have holographic vectors equal to the strongest
gratings from the set of first-generation grating are enhanced. " So, only those particles
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(photons) that satisfy this constraint have higher probability than others, since they are
selected to be enhanced.

In this situation, we say the self-organizing dynamics of

aggregation is constrained.

An important constraint in self-organization through swarming is what is called the
template. "A template is a pattern that is used to construct another pattern”, as stated in
Ref. [1]. In nature ants use the body of a termite queen as a template to build walls of
royal chamber (see Figure 4. 8); ants also build around a brood pile to form a nest.
During self-organization with a template, ants can produce a predictable pattern which
follows the template. [1]

Figure 4. 8 Ants use templates to build the royal chamber.

How template works'? In previous clustering activities, dropping or picking decisions are
made based on the probability function, in which major factor is local clusterness. Right
now we introduce the new factor template. There are many ways to combine those two
factors. As stated in Ref. 8. the probability function could be changed as:
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d io p _ t /r _ pick

n* * Pclus tenets

eq. 4-1

'iplate

in which q is a value between 0 and 1;

is the original picking or dropping

probability calculated based on clustemess (refer to Equation 2. 1 and Equation 2. 2);
Ptem[)lale is the probability calculated based on template design. [1]

A designed template can intentionally gives certain parts of the map high dropping or
picking probability than other parts. For example, the most straight forward template
design to form hexagon is to provide higher probability P,etnplll,,, on some desired positions,
refer to Figure 4. 9.

Figure 4. 9 Hexagon template design

In the next two Chapters we try two different constraint designs. In the first one in
chapter five, a hexagonal template at specific position is embedded in the design.
However, template is just one type of constrains. Hexagon could be formed with other
constrains or combination of different conditions. In the second design in chapter six, we
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apply a one point template, refer to Figure 4. 10, together with some constrains of ant’s
walking steps, and successful hexagon formation is also observed.

Figure 4.10 One point template design

4.4 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we have reviewed pattern formation in nonlinear materials, and have
specifically discussed hexagon pattern generation due to the photorefractive effect. We
provide existing heuristic explanations for pattern formation and also propose a new way
to explain this complicates phenomenon using swarming intelligence on a bunch of
photons.

We hope that this method provides a simple to follow particle (photon)

approach to simulating self-organization in nonlinear optics.
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5

Chapter 5 Simulation Design, Results and Analysis

5.1 Simulation Design and Results
5.1.1 Simulation design

5.1.1.1 The initial stage of hexagon formation

As stated in the previous Chapter, in the first stage of hexagon formation, scattered light
is rearranged into a cone as a result of phase matching responsible for forming FabryPerot modes, and modified by an induced local nonlinearity that can form reflection (or
transmission) gratings [4],

In the simulations that follow, we assume that light is

randomly distributed around the ring, along with a strong central spot. It is the second
stage of hexagon formation, due to nonlinear self-organization that we will simulate
using the swarming cluster model.

The initial stage of hexagon phenomenon is a light beam with a ring around it. As shown
in Figure 5. I, each particle (photon) is plotted as a little circle, either red or green. A
hundred small red circles are randomly scattered on the scattering ring whose radius is
taken to be unity for convenience. Similarly, the solid green circle in the center consists
of one thousand small green circles, and it represents the initial light beam. Noting that
this self-organization process is circularly symmetric, polar coordinates are used for our
calculations.
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Figure 5. 1 Initial stage of self-organization to form hexagon

5.1.1.2 Finding the strongest first-generation grating

In the second stage of hexagon formation, waves scattered at the cone write new
holographic gratings, and those among them that have holographic vectors equal to the
strongest gratings from the set of first-generation grating are enhanced, following a
winner-take all route. This holographic self-organization model conceptually explains
the appearance of a hexagonal spot structure around the transmitted beam [4J.

To find the strongest first-generation grating, the initial ring is segmented to 36 sections,
so each section covers around 10 degrees. The particle number in each section is counted,
so that the strongest first-generation grating is assumed to be formed between the main
beam in the center and the section on the ring with the highest particle number. The
hologram written between the central spot and this section on the ring represents the
strongest hologram, and the hologram vector (assumed transmission type) is shown by a
blue dash line from the center to the circle, as shown in Figure 5. 2.
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B @ (E

Figure 5. 2 Finding the strongest first-generation grating

5.1.1.3 Template in hexagon formation

In hexagon formation, the template is not as obvious as the one ants use to build the royal
chamber. We use the rule that the strongest hologram vector initiates energy exchange
between photons at different points on the circle and the center [4], As shown in Figure 5.
3, the blue arrow line is the strongest first-generation grating found in previous step.
Suppose that an ant is thinking about dropping a food particle at the red crossed position.
Besides the local clusterness around the red cross, the ant also needs to evaluate if the
strongest hologram vector described above and now drawn from that point ends on the
ring. In optics, energy exchange is predicated by the hologram vector mismatch, with
maximum transfer enabled in the Bragg matched case. Accordingly, through its current
position, the ant draws a line parallel to the hologram grating and which has equal
distance “r” (equal to the magnitude of the strongest vector) on both sides of the red cross.
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Two ends of the parallel line are marked as two red dots. Then the distances from both
dots to the circle are measured, and the shorter one d is used to calculate P lale.

9
u

The strongest firstgeneration grating

Figure 5. 3 Template to generate hexagon pattern

The formula is

min(</, r - t/l)
P

, = max (1-

\ --)

b),0

,

eq. 5-1

in which b is a factor to decide the width of the cluster and is any number that is greater
than I.

As shown in Figure 5. 4, for certain points on the circle, such as Figure 5. 4 (a), (b), (d)
and (e), one of the red dots is right on the circle and the shortest distance d is zero. In
these situations, Pre,„l>lllle - I . Very similar, for the case in Figure 5. 4 (c) and (f), the
shortest distance is r and also Ptei hai, = 1.
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(d )

(e )

(f)

Figure 5. 4 Six points that P,empialP= l

Probability function now has two factors and to combine them we choose multiplication.
pdrop = p Insienes\ * pte m p la te_ d ro p
i

eq. 5-2

and

pit. k

= p lustene-i

P
'

)
template _ d r o p '

eq. 5-3

Given the strongest grating and assume Pdu,M.nm = 1we plot the Pd

and PPhk around the

circle. We find this design actually has an embedded hexagonal pattern. At hexagon
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vertexes, picking probability is greatly reduced.

(Refer to Figure 5. 5 (a)) At non

vertexes area probability of dropping is close to zero. (Refer to Figure 5. 5 (b))

(b) Prfrop

( a ) P p ick

Figure 5. 5 Probability of template (PCiUsterness is constant 1)

5.1.2 Simulation parameters
Table 5.1 Simulation Parameters

Parameters in Simulation

Initial particle number in the center
Initial particle number on the circle
Picking threshold
Dropping threshold
Ant vision area on the circle
Center light beam radius
Definition of fullness

1000
100
0. 1
0. 5
3 degree to the left and 3 degree to the right.
1/25 towards and backwards to the center.
0. 1
6 particles in ant’s vision area
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5.1.3 Simulation results
Parameters for our simulation are chosen as shown in Table 5.1. The ant starts either
from the center or from a point on the circle. It evaluates dropping or picking probability
according to both local clusterness and initial direction. After 3000 steps, referring to
Figure 5. 7, the early stage of the hexagonal pattern starts to show. At this stage, the last
star in the bottom is not clear yet, due to the fact that the initial particle distribution is
very sparse at that position. Furthermore, there are still some particles scattered on the
circle.

At the end of 30000 steps, the hexagon is built successfully.

Every spot

comprising the hexagon is in a clear tight ball shape and all the particles scattered on the
circle are removed, by either being picked back to the center or else being dropped closer
to the location of the hexagonal spots. However, there is large amount of particles left in
the center, referring to Figure 5. 9. With more iterations, such as after 50000 steps, the
particle number in the center is significantly reduced and the size of each spot in hexagon
is enhanced, as shown in Figure 5. 9 and Figure 5. 10. The number of particle in the
center is reduced with steps exponentially, refer to Figure 5. 11 (a) and (b). After around
70000 steps the particle left in the center is less than c = 7.38. From this simulation, we
have observed that a hexagonal pattern can built successfully by self-organization process.
Stars are distributed evenly, no particles in between and few particles left in the center.
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Figure 5. 6 Simulation result after 1000 steps

Figure 5. 7 Simulation result after 3000 steps
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Figure 5. 8 Simulation result after 5000 steps

Figure 5. 9 Simulation result after 30000 steps
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Figure 5. 10 Simulation result after 50000 Steps
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Figure 5. 11 Particle number in the center
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5.2 Simulation Analysis
There are several initial conditions and parameters in this simulation that could
significantly affect the self-organization process. Some of these are

1. Particle numbers on the circle and in the center
2. Picking and dropping thresholds.

In this Section we perform three experiments to test those conditions and
parameters under some extreme values and different combinations in order to find
the minimum requirements to achieve stable hexagon.

5.2.1 Minimum number of food particle needed to form hexagon
Food particle numbers are set up at the initial stage. There is a certain amount of
particles in the center and also some around the initial ring. In the following
experiments, we first test the minimum number of particles needed on the circle to
form stable six spots with a fixed number of particles (1000) in the center. Then
we use the numerically derived number of particles on the circle to determine the
minimum number of particles needed in the center in order to achieve a stable
self-organization process
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5.2.1.1

Experiment 1 Minimum food particle needed on the circle

Case 1.1: No food on the circle

In this case, no food particle is placed on the circle but 1000 food particles are placed in
the center. As expected, after 50000 steps, the food particles are still in the center. This
is because that the ant drops the food particles based on the local clusterness - lower the
clusterness, lower the dropping probability.

From another point of view, this result matches the optics mechanism. The hexagon
formation is a part of a two-step process where the ring is first created due to Fabry-Perot
effect due to multiple reflections of Gaussian beam from the front and back surfaces of
the crystal. Thus, there will be no self-organization if there is no initial light around the
ring.

Figure 5. 12 Experiment 1- No food on the circle
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Case 1. 2: One food particle on the circle

Any food particles on the circle can serve as the trigger of the self-organization process.
Without it the dropping probability is always zero and no food particle can be send out
from the center. In this case, only one food particle is randomly placed on the circle.
After 50000 steps, there is only one star formed this time.

Although more spots

(including, in some cases, six spots) may be observed later on in some simulations,
experiments with only one particle on the circle are very unstable since the number of
spots varies from experiment to experiment, and the final number cannot be controlled or
predicted.

Figure 5.13 Experiment 2 - One food particle on the circle giving rise to one spot.
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Figure 5. 14 Experiment 2 One food particle giving rise to four spots.

Case 1. 3: The number of particles on the circle

As is clear from the previous discussion, the number of food particles on the circle is a
very important parameter in self-organization process which affects the number of spots.
In this experiment we increase the number of particles on the circle to find a relatively
stable condition to form six spots. The particle numbers on the circle are chosen as 0, I,
10, 50, 100 and 200, and at the same time the particle number in the center is fixed at
1000.

For each chosen panicle number on the circle, the same test is performed four times, and
the corresponding results are recorded in a row in Table 5.2. The last column in Table
5.2 provides the average number of spots from the four tests.

By plotting the number of particles on the circle and the average number of spots in a bar
graph, as shown in Figure 5. 15, we can infer that there is a positive correlation between
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the number of observed spots and the number of initial food particles on the circle. When
the particle number on the circle reaches 100, the number of spots become 6 and they are
very stable. In fact, for 100 simulations using 100 particles on the circle and using 50000
steps, only once did we observe five spots instead of six. This suggests that the ratio of
particles on the circle to that in the center should be approximately 10 percent to achieve
stable hexagon formation.

Table 5.2 Number of stars when increasing the particle number on the circle but keep the center
particle the same number (1000 in the center)

Number of Stars
Particle Number
on the Circle
0
1
10
50
100
200

1st Test

2nd Test

3rd Test

4‘h Test

Average

0
0
0
6
6
6

0
0
2
2
6
6

0
0
3
5
6
6

0
2
2
4
6
6

0
0. 5
1. 8
4. 25
6
6
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Particle number on the circle

Figure 5.15 Particle number on the circle VS. Average star numbers

5.2.1.2

Experiment 2: The minimum particle needed in the center to form six

star

The self-organization process is triggered by the initial food particles on the circle. There
has to be at least one particle on the circle to perform the clustering and around one
hundred particles to achieve a stable six spot result.

However, there is the other

parameter that could be a factor in determining the number of spots, viz. , the particle
number in the center. In this experiment, different center particle numbers, ranging from
0 to 10000, are tested while the circle particle number is fixed at 100. For each center
particle number, the same test has been run for four times and the results are recorded in a
row in Table 5.3.
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Number t>f particle on the circle
Number of Particle
in the center
0
1
100
1000
10000

1st Test

2nd Test

3rd Test

4lh Test

Average

5
3
6
6
6

5
6
6
6
6

6
4
6
6
6

6
3
5
6
6

5. 5
4
5. 75
6
6

Table 5.3 Number of stars when increasing the particle number in the center but keep the circle
particle number fixed at 100.

By plotting the center particle numbers and the average star numbers in a bar graph, as
shown in Figure 5. 16. we find that they do not have a clear correlation as in the previous
case when the particle number on the circle was varied. However, it is safe to infer that a
minimum of 1000 particles are needed at the center for a stable hexagonal pattern to
develop.

Particle number in the center

Figure 5. 16 Average star number VS. Center particle number
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5.2.2 Different combinations of picking and dropping thresholds
As an initial condition, particle number on the circle significantly affects the self
organization process.

Besides this, there is another pair of parameters, picking and

dropping thresholds, whose values could also be major factors in the formation of
hexagonal spots. The thresholds represent the ant's inclination to the self-organization
process, and an ant could prefer more picking activity than dropping, and vise versa.
Considering this process pursues a stable final six -star results, it is equivalent to
achieving balance between picking and dropping.

What is a proper range for these thresholds? From threshold equations.

P,

pick threslundd

eq. 5-4

/’ + pick _ threshold t

P = I -------- -- ------ ------ I
L'"'’
f + pick _ threshold J

eq. 5-5

we can tell they are both ranging from 0 t o « . since the probability of picking and
dropping, 'ppick' and 'pdrop', are between 0 and 1. 'f' represents the local clusterness.
ranging from 0 to I which is equivalent to from empty to full.

When picking threshold is zero, no matter what value the local clusterness 'f' is, the
picking probability is always 0. It means that the ant has no intention to pick, ignoring
the local environment. On the contrary, when picking threshold is infinity, the ant will
always pick any thing, because the picking probability 'pp'ck' is always 1.
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Same rules can be applied to analyze dropping thresholds. When it is zero, the ant will
never drop. When infinity, always drop.

Never pick
Always pick
Always drop
Never pick

pick threshold= 0
ppick threshold=°°
pdrop threshold=0
pdrop threshold=°o

Table 5.4 Picking and Dropping Thresholds

Although we have determined the ranges, the results lead us to infinite combinations of
two thresholds. The following experiments are concentrated on determining the effect of
different combinations of the above and their effects on the self-organization process.

5.2.2.1

Experiment 3 Combination of different thresholds

Case 3. 1 - Low picking and low dropping probabilities

In this case, picking and dropping activities are both very restricted. The ant is very
reluctant to do anything. Thus we can imagine there will not be any significant self
organization or it will be too slow to be noticed.

Parameters are chosen as:
picking threshold = 0. 01
dropping threshold = 10.

Based on eq. 2. 1 and eq. 2. 2 we have plotted the relationship between clustemess 'f'
and probabilities in Figure 5. 17. On the graph both picking (green) and dropping (red)
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probabilities are very close to zero in most range of clusterness T . Because of this low
picking and dropping probability we do not expect to see the self-organization and we
can tell from the Figure 5. 18 that after 50000 steps those particles are hardly moved.

Figure 5. 17 Low picking and low dropping thresholds

Initial

End

Figure 5. 18 Initial and final result for low picking and dropping probabilities
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Case 3. 2 - Low picking but high dropping probabilities

In this case the ant prefers dropping but is very restricted to picking.

In all of the

experiments, we are talking about the picking and dropping probability on the circle.
They are limited on the circle.

However, in the center, they are both 100%, not

constrained, since we only consider the self-organization process on the circle.

Parameters in this simulation are chosen as

picking threshold=0. 01
dropping thresholds). 01.

From Figure 5. 19, the picking probability (green) is very close to zero but the dropping
(red) is almost one. It is observed that when the dropping threshold probability is much
higher than the picking, there are some extra food particles or even smaller hexagonal
spots on the circle, as shown in Figure 5. 20.

At this stage, a possible explanation could be that on the circle dropping is actually
responsible for producing the hexagonal spots, while the picking is to clean up the
randomly placed particles on the circle. In this experiment, the picking activity on the
circle is restricted by a very low probability so that it can not perform efficiently to

remove those extra particles. Furthermore, under some conditions some spurious spots
could emerge on the circle, as shown in Figure 5. 21.
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Figure 5. 19 Low picking but high dropping probabilities

End

Initial

Figure 5. 20 Initial and final result for low picking but high dropping probabilities
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Figure 5. 21 Emergent of Extra smaller stars

Case 3. 3 - High picking but low dropping probabilities

In this case, the ant prefers picking but will not do dropping, as depicted in Figure 5. 22.
It is an example complimentary to the previous case. As stated in the discussion of the
last case, on the circle dropping is actually responsible for producing spots and picking is
responsible for cleaning improperly placed particles on the circle. In this case, we expect
to see few or no particles on the circle, because without dropping there is no selforganization process to produce the spots. Furthermore, under high picking all extra
particles on the circle are ‘cleaned’, picked back to the center. Even those particles
which are on the hexagonal spots are picked back because of the low clusterness, as
shown in Figure 5. 23.

Parameters are chosen as:
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pick threshold=10
drop threshold=10.

Figure 5. 22 High picking but low dropping probabilities

Figure 5. 23 Initial and final result for high picking but low dropping probabilities
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Case 3. 4 - High picking and high dropping probabilities
In this case both picking and dropping are highly activated, as shown in

Figure 5. 24. However, this is not a very efficient method of generating a hexagonal
pattern. After 50000 steps there are still a lot of particles left in the center, since it is very
easy for the ant to pick particles back to the center.

Parameters for this experiment are chosen as:

picking threshold=10
dropping threshold=0, 01

Figure 5. 24 High picking and dropping probabilities
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Figure 5. 25 Initial and final result for high picking and high dropping probabilities

Case 3. 5 - Balanced picking and dropping probabilities

In this case we test a pair of balanced probabilities. Parameters are chosen as:

picking threshold=0. 5
dropping threshold=0. 1.

From Figure 5. 26, the picking (green curve) is very high when clusterness T is less than
0. 2. It means that the ant will clean all the particles when its local clusterness is lower
than 0. 2. As the clusterness increases the picking probability decreases, which means
that the picking activity will not affect those major spots with high particle densities. On
the contrary, it is the dropping (red curve) that will form hexagonal spots. We see from
Figure 5. 26, the red line is increasing, which means higher the clusterness ‘f’, higher the
probabilities. It guarantees the major stars get more particles.
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The self-organization result shows a very clear hexagonal pattern, with only a few
particles left in the center, as shown in
Figure 5. 27 for the choice of parameters above.

Figure 5. 26 Balanced picking and dropping probabilities

Figure 5. 27 Initial and final result for balanced picking dropping probabilities
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5.3 Conclusion of Experiments
Particle number is a major factor to trigger self-organization process. To achieve six
spots, there has to be at least 10% of the total number of particles on the circle. Picking
and dropping thresholds affect the shape of the probability curves. Dropping is actually
responsible for producing hexagonal spots, while picking is responsible for cleaning
those improperly placed particles on the circle.
significantly affects the self-organization results.
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A pair of balanced thresholds

6 Chapter 6 - Another Simulation Design and Its
Extension to form Double Hexagons

In this Chapter, we will describe another simulation design that is closer to the optical
self-organization in a nonlinear photorefractive material. Furthermore, this design could
be extended to simulate formation of secondary or double hexagons in the self
organization process.

6.1 One-Ring Design
In this one-ring design, we still concentrate on single hexagon formation. However, we
incorporate the following improvements and changes:
1. The number of particles on the ring is assumed to have a Gaussian
relationship with the number of particles in the center:

paticle _ ring = particle _center •e “

eq. 6-1

The rationale for this comes from the fact that the far field pattern is a
convolution of a Gaussian function (which is the Fourier transform of the
incident Gaussian beam) and the Fabry-Perot characteristics, as shown by
Banerjee [3]

2. After finding the strongest hologram vector in first-generation grating, the ant
forms an initial pile on the circle. This can be done in our simulations by
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applying a template at the strongest grating which gives that position higher
dropping probability than other locations. This template only exists in the
beginning stage of clustering. After the first pile is coarsely formed, the
template is not necessary in hexagon formation and is therefore removed.
The remaining self-organization process is purely dependent on a winnertake-it-all strategy. The more particles it has the more it will attract.

3. On the circle, the ant can send out food particle 60 degrees away to the left or
right. It can also send the food back to the center if its local clusterness is too
low. The hexagon formation in this design starts from the first pile. Once it
is formed, the ant is able to transmit those particles 60 degrees away, which
are in a hexagonal position on a circle. It does not imply that these piles are
formed one by one.

Actually, except the first pile, there is no obvious

evidence to show sequential clustering. What the 60 degree transmission
does is to guarantee only particles on those six positions are enhanced.
Clustering is a result of collaboration. As these six points are getting more
particles, the ant is also cleaning up the particles between piles which are
very easy to be identified now, considering they are in a relatively low
density environment compared to the hexagonal spots.

While this design does not have a very obvious pre-designed hexagon template, it is also
able to perform the same hexagon formation. In this Chapter, we simulate this design
and also analyze its sensitivity to some user defined parameters.
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6.1.1 One-ring simulation parameters

Parameters in Simulation

Initial particle number in the center
w (eq. 6-1)
Picking threshold
Dropping threshold
Ant vision area on the circle
Center light beam radius
Definition of fullness

1000
0. 75
0. 2
0.4
3 degree to the left and 3 degree to the right.
1/25 towards and backwards to the center.
0. 1
22 particles in ant's vision area

6.1.2 One-ring simulation result
The following sequence of Figures 6. I-6. 5 show the evolution of the hexagonal pattern
with increasing computational steps. As clearly evident from the simulations, after 50000
steps, a clear and stable hexagonal pattern is formed.

Figure 6. 1 Initial map of self-organization
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Figure 6. 2 Simulation result after 100(10 steps

Figure 6. 3 Simulation result after 20000 steps
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Figure 6. 4 Simulation result after 30000 steps

Figure 6. 5 Simulation result after 50000 steps

6.1.3 One-ring simulation analysis
As in Chapter 5, in this set of experiments, we will test several user defined parameters.
They are:
I. Particle number on the circle
2. Standard local fullness.
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3. Picking threshold and Dropping threshold

Experiment 1: Particle number on the circle
In this experiment we will the increase the particle number on the circle by varying the
Gaussian parameter w in equation 6.1.

First, we choose w = 0.4. With 1000 particles at the center, there are only two particles
on the circle. We can see from the simulation result in
Figure 6. 6, that there is seldom any self-organization. All the particles are in the center
even after 30000 steps.

By increasing the particle number on the circle, we have found that the six spots get
stronger, as shown in
Figure 6. 7 and Figure 6. 8. However, with a large number of particles on the circle, the
results looks fuzzy, as seen in Figure 6. 8. It is because that at the initial stage of
clustering there is already a large number of particles on the circle. Considering part of
the ant’s decision is made based on local clustemess, the ant is not able to tell where the
piles should be. It takes the ant more time to form the very first initial pile according the
strongest grating. This problem can be solved by increasing the number of computation
steps. After 20000 more steps, the spots look cleaner, as shown in Figures 6. 4 and 6. 5
above.
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Figure 6. 6 With only two particles on the circle, there is seldom any self organization into hexagon.

Figure 6. 7 With 63 particles on the circle, there is a clear self-organization trend.
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G©x

Figure 6. 8 Increasing particles on the circle to 170, the hexagonal spots are stronger than before.

Experiment 2: Standard local fullness
How many particles in a certain area are considered as full? Here the area is the
perception area of an ant. It covers 3 degrees to the left and right and 1/25 of the radius
towards the center and out, as shown in Figure 6. 9. Because there are no constrains
about the number of particles on the same spot, there could be over thousands of particles
overlapping each other in a very small area.

As we have already seen in previous

experiments, increasing the number of particles on the circle leads to a relatively fuzzy
result. It is because of the high density on the circle, the ant can hardly tell the difference
between full and not full.
6 degree

2/25

Figure 6. 9 Ant's perception area
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In this experiment, with all other conditions same as previous experiment, we vary the
standard local fullness. First, we start with a relatively low number, 15 particles per
perception area. It provides a very smeared result, as shown in Figure 6. 10. There are
more than six piles on the map. When we increase the number from 15 to 22 and 25, the
six spots are clearer and random particles in between are less, as shown in Figure 6. 11
and Figure 6. 12. However, we notice that in Figure 6. 12, the particles in each pile are
less than before. It is because with a high degree of fullness, the ant can hardly make
decision to drop. In Figure 6. 13, we provide an extreme case that the degree of fullness
is very high.

In this case, the ant thinks that every particle is in a low density

environment and does not belong to any pile. It moves every particle back to the center.
This implies that there is an optimum degree of fullness that must be maintained in order
to get a clear hexagonal self-assembled picture.

Figure 6. 10 Standard local fullness =15
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Figure 6.11 Standard local fullness =22

Figure 6. 12 Standard local fullness =25
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Figure 6.13 Standard local fullness =30

Experiment 3: Picking and Dropping thresholds
Case 1: Low picking and low dropping activities

In this case, picking and dropping activities are both very restricted. The ant is very
reluctant to do anything. As expected, there are not many particles on the circle.

Parameters are chosen as:
picking threshold = 0. 01
dropping threshold = 10.
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Figure 6. 14 Low picking and low dropping activities.

Case 2: Low picking and high dropping activities
In this case, ant can easily drop but is reluctant to pick any thing. From
Figure 6. 15, we find particles are everywhere and there is no sign of self-organization.
This result is different from the design in the last Chapter, in which the corresponding
case can yield self-organization. It is because in the one-ring formulation, the ant highly
relies on picking activity to clean up the particle between piles.

Parameters are chosen as:
picking threshold = 0. 01
dropping threshold = 0. 01
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Figure 6.15 Low picking but high dropping activities.

Case 3: High picking but low dropping activities

Parameters are chosen as:
picking threshold = 10
dropping threshold = 10.

As expected, in this case, all particles are picked back to the center.
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Figure 6. 16 High Picking but low dropping activities.

Case 4: High picking and high dropping activities

In this case, we get results different from that in the last Chapter. At the end of self
organization, the particles are spread all over the circle.

This is because the self

organization process of one-ring design depends on the formation of the first pile. With
such an extremely high picking probability, ant is not possible to form a single big cluster
according to the strongest grating. Therefore the ant loses the position reference, and
particles are sent everywhere.

Parameters are chosen as:
picking threshold = 10
dropping threshold = 0. 01
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Figure 6. 17 High picking and high dropping activities.

6.1.4 Conclusion
One-ring design has some unique features as compared to the design in the last Chapter.
It does not have a pre-designed six-star template, but it highly relies on the formation of
the first pile. Also standard local fullness plays an important role to achieve a clear sixstar result.

6.2 An Extension to form Double Hexagons - Two-Ring Design

One of the major reasons for studying the one-ring design is that it can be extended to the
case of double rings.

Two-ring design is based on one-ring where the ant can
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additionally perform picking and dropping on a second ring whose radius is 73 . As seen
from optical experiments and the corresponding wave theory, we expect to observe
double hexagons in self-organization process [12], The radius of 73 comes from the
properties of the locations of the rings in a Fabry-Perot resonator, as further discussed in
Banerjee et al [12],

In the two-ring design, the ant can work on three places, center, and circle one (radius is 1)
and circle two (radius is 77). When the ant is in the center, it has only one choice,
sending out the particles to circle one according to clusterness on the circle. When the
ant is on circle one, it can consider the following possibilities 1) to move the food particle
60 degrees away on the same circle, 2) to move the food particle 30 degrees away but on
the second circle [the physical reasoning for this is that there exists hologram vectors
created from hexagonal spots on the first circle that can couple energy to a point on the
second circle which is radially 30 degrees away from a point on the first circle], 3) to
move the particle back to the center if the local clusterness is very low. Very similarly,
when the ant is on the second circle, it has the following options: I) to move the food
particle 60 degrees away on the same circle, 2) to move the food particle back to the first
circle if clusterness there is above threshold, 3) to move the particle back to the center if
the local clusterness is very low.
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6.2.1 Two-ring simulation parameters

Parameters in Simulation

Initial particle number in the center
vr (eq. 6-1)
Picking threshold
Dropping threshold
Ant vision area on the circle
Center light beam radius
Definition of fullness

1000
0. 9
0. 16
0. 4
3 degree to the left and 3 degree to the right.
1/25 towards and backwards to the center.
0. 1
18 particles in ant's vision area

6.2.2 Two-ring simulation results
Figures 6. 18-6. 23 show the evolution of hexagonal spots on the first and second rings.
As expected, the number of iterations needed to form a stable pattern on the second ring
is higher than the number of steps needed for the formation of only one ring. The initial
number of particles on the second circle is again calculated from a Gaussian variation of
the particle distribution with the radius, as described earlier.

Figure 6. 18 Initial map of two-ring design
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Figure 6. 19 Result after 10(100 steps

Figure 6. 20 Result after 20000 steps
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Figure 6. 21 Result after 30000 steps

Figure 6. 22 Result after 50000 steps
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Figure 6. 23 Result after 70000 steps

6.2.3 Two-ring simulation analysis
We will once again test the formation of double hexagons against several user defined
parameters. They are:
1. Particle number on the circles.
2. Average local fullness numbers,
3. Picking threshold and dropping threshold.

Experiment I: Particle number on the circle
We can tell from
Figure 6. 24 and

Figure 6. 25 below that fewer number of particles initially on the circle yields weaker
piles, since clusterness is a major factor for the ant to make a dropping decision.
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Figure 6. 24 Two particles on circle one and one particle on circle two. The left figure is the initial
condition, the right figure is after 50000 iterations.
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Figure 6. 25 290 particles on circle one and 25 particles on circle two. The left figure is the initial
consition, the right figure is after 50000 iterations.
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Experiment Two: Standard Fullness Number
In this experiment, we increase the standard fullness number from 6 particles per area to
18 and then to 30. Just as expected, low fullness cannot perform self-organization while
too high fullness leads to a very weak hexagonal pattern.

Figure 6. 26 Results from standard fullness number varying from 6 particle per area to 18 and then
to 30.

Experiment 3: Picking and dropping thresholds
Case 1: Low picking and low dropping activities
In this case, we observe there are a lot of particles on the second circle, but not the first circle, as
shown in

Figure 6. 27. At the beginning stage of this experiment, in order to help to form the first
pile, we add a template to increase the dropping probability at the position of the
strongest grating. Now, with the help of this template, certain number of particles leak
out from that position. Then, because of a low picking probability these particles cannot
come back to the center. Also, circle one cannot hold the particles because once they
jump to circle two, the probability of coming back is extremely low .
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Parameters are chosen as:
picking threshold = 0. 01
dropping threshold = 10

Figure 6. 27 Low picking and low dropping activities.

Case 2: Low picking and high dropping activities
In this case, ant can easily drop but cannot pick anything back. As expected, we find particles are
everywhere, as shown in

Figure 6. 28.

Parameters are chosen as,
picking threshold = 0. 01
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dropping threshold = 0. 01

Figure 6. 28 Low picking but high dropping activities.

Case 3: High picking but low dropping activities

As expected, in this case, most of the particles are picked back to the center.
Parameters are chosen as:
picking threshold = 10
dropping threshold = 10
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Figure 6. 29 High picking but low dropping activities.

Case 4: High picking and high dropping activities

As expected, there is no self-organization process since the ant is not able to form the
first pile or spot on the first circle.

Parameters are chosen as:
picking threshold = 10
dropping threshold = 0. 01
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Figure 6. 30 High Picking and high Dropping

6.2.4 Conclusion
Two-ring design is able to form two hexagons. The result comes from a balanced particle
transfer between two circles. The ant sends particles to circle two to extend the hexagon
to the second ring. The ant also sends particles back to the first ring to enhance the
primary hexagon.
between piles.

At the same time, picking activity cleans out all of the particles

During the self-organization process, picking and dropping achieve a

balance and form a very stable hexagon pattern.
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7 Chapter 7 Conclusion and Future Research

In this thesis, we have reviewed biologically inspired technology - swarming intelligence
and its most important application, viz. . self-organization.

Self-organization is an

unsupervised activity that forms global patterns from interactions between low level
components. We concentrate our research on the branch of swarm clustering. The model
proposed by Deneubourg and by Lumer and Faieta are studied, implemented and
improved by visualizing clustering results using true color representation. In nonlinear
optical systems, hexagon pattern formation is often observed, such as in experiments with
KNbOcFe which is due to the photorefractive effect. Since light can also be viewed as
particles or photons, we propose to design a self-organizing system in which only a few
simple rules are applied to local particle transport by the ant(s) from one position to
another, and a hexagonal pattern emerges at the global level. This swarm-clustering idea
may allow us to lower the complexity of designing sophisticated optical systems. We
outline two different swarm-clustering methods and successfully simulate hexagon
formation using both of them. In the second case, our algorithm yields double hexagons.
which is also observed in experiments. We also perform parameter analyses in this thesis
to determine optimum conditions for self-organization.

Future research could involve tailoring and improving our current algorithm(s) to fit
optical systems more realistically, such as finding relationships between the clustering
and optical parameters, and introducing new parameters to represent other optical
features. Besides hexagon formation, a continuous rotation of the pattern is observed in

experiment caused by slight misalignments ot' the incident beam [12].

Also, when

misalignment is large, the hexagon pattern is breaks down to yield a rectangular pattern.
[4]. In future research, we hope to simulate this rotation by relaxing the ant's walking
track from a circle to an ellipse. There are many other self-organized patterns observed
in non-linear optical systems. Swarming intelligence could be a new way to simulate
such observations using the particle theory of light.
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